
Taking photos of your work 

Good quality photos of your artworks are an important archival resource for you own art 
practice, whether you want to submit them for a competition/award, offer prints of them 
for sale or for exhibition catalogues.  

We’ve linked a TLC tutorial and there are a lot of “How to”-tutorials available online (Te 
Papa has one). For a start here is some basic advice on how to take these photos: 

For all photos the following applies -  

Take the initial photos in “high resolution” (300 dpi or more). Take several to choose from. 

Save the chosen original camera files (jpg - ideally tiff or raw) and work with a copy for your re-
sizing/editing/re-naming process. Also save your final, edited version before re-sizing as tiff format 
(if available) or high resolution jpg for your own archive. 

2D works – paintings, drawings etc.   

- take the photos before having the work behind glass (avoiding reflections). 

- go for even lighting – daylight inside or outside with covered sky - no bright sunlight. 

- keep the background neutral and non-distracting. 

- take the photo having the work lying/standing flat - avoid angled perspective/distortions. 

 - make sure the photo is not blurry/out of focus – check that not only on your camera, but on a                                                                                      
computer screen too. 

3D works – take multiple photos – showing different angles of your work – have a play with 
different lighting options. 

For your online submission to the End-of-Term exhibition you will need to 
scale the size of your photo file to 2048 pixels either length or width! 
(see the submission info document). Aim for a square format, if possible. The online shop software 
will crop pre-views to a square. 

Editing/Resizing: 

Basic editing tasks can be done with “Microsoft Paint” in Windows. Your phone might have options 
on that too. If you haven’t got editing software available, there are online options like 
https://pixlr.com/x/ and free programs like GIMP. 

Last, but not least – the file name: 
Make sure you save your edited/resized photos for the online submission form upload as 
“jpg” with the following info in the file name:  
First name(initial)_last name (full)_ study level_title of artwork_ 
Example: a_nyone_lvl5_Mystery.jpg 

…and now – grab your camera or phone and give it a go! 


